
Corporals

Reconstitution Training



Training Objective
• Task: Understand the roles and responsibilities of a 

corporal during the academic year
• Condition: Having previously received instruction on 

the general roles and responsibilities of corporals 
during the CPL Academy and now given specific 
classroom instruction on how those roles and 
responsibilities are applied during the academic year

• Standard: Working in company groups under the 
control of the company clerk, complete the mission 
analysis worksheet for your duty position to help guide 
how you will fulfill your duties during the academic 
year



Schedule

• Today we will:
– Understand what “NCO business” is
– Discuss the mission of each CPL position
– Discuss some considerations and techniques for 

the practical application of that mission



Schedule

• Tomorrow we will:
– Work in company groups to conduct mission 

analysis of each CPL duty position
– The company clerk will direct that effort
– The outcome will be that each CPL has filled out 

the worksheet for his position, the direct 
supervisor has approved that plan and briefed the 
1SG, and the 1SG has turned the collective set of 
plans in to the TAC and received guidance



NCO Business

• Thirdclass cadets fill the CPL ranks within the 
South Carolina Corps of Cadets

• “Corporal” is the first rank in the NCO corps, and 
as cadet NCOs you will be responsible for most of 
the functions associated with the day-to-day 
operation of the South Carolina Corps of Cadets

• According to the LDP, the outcome for the 
thirdclass year is “engage”
– As CPLs, you will be using your NCO leadership skills as 

part of your increased engagement with The Citadel 
experience
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The NCO Corps

• NCOs are called “the backbone of the Army”
– What does that mean and how does it apply to the SCCC?

• Although NCOs and Officers work together to 
accomplish the mission, there is an efficient division 
of labor that designates certain responsibilities as 
“NCO business”
– What responsibilities are traditionally considered “NCO 

business”?
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“NCO Business”

• Taking care of subordinates
• Individual and small team training (to include physical 

training)
• Maintenance and inspection of personnel and 

equipment
• Accountability
• Planning and conducting day-to-day unit operations 

within prescribed policies and directives
• Advising the commander on awards and punishments 

for enlisted soldiers
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NCO “Support Channel”

• The NCO “Support Channel”:
– Is the communication and supervision that begins 

with the command sergeant major, extends through 
first sergeants and platoon sergeants, and ends with 
squad sergeants and squad corporals

– It parallels, supports, and reinforces the chain of 
command, but is subordinate to the chain of 
command

– Is used both to pass information and to execute the 
commander’s orders and get routine jobs done



Specific NCO Positions

• On the subsequent slides are mission 
statements for each CPL position

• Each of those missions is then examined 
piece-by-piece through some discussion 
questions and prompts

• Those discussions will help shape tomorrow’s 
mission analysis exercise



Company Clerk

• The mission of the company clerk 
is to assist the company 1SG in 
the administrative support of the 
company.

• Key tasks include preparing 
personnel status reports, getting 
the door cards posted, creating 
the hurricane roster, serving as 
guidon bearer, disseminating 
information, and maintaining 
files.



Company Clerk
• The mission of the company clerk is to assist the company 

1SG in the administrative support of the company.
– What are examples of this recurring administrative support?
– What is a possible company SOP for keeping up with special 

orders?
– Why does the clerk often end up writing PRs instead of the 

cadet’s direct supervisor?
– To what extent do cadets use the bulletin board as a means of 

getting routine information?  What might be more effective 
alternative communications means?  What would the clerk’s 
role be in such a system?

– What are possible ways the two clerks could split up their 
duties?



Armorer
• The mission of the armorer is to, under 

the supervision of the supply sergeant, 
maintain physical accountability of the 
company’s assigned weapons and 
cleaning kits.

• Key tasks include working with the Arms 
Room personnel to ensure efficient 
weapons draws, ensuring cadets 
understand their responsibilities 
associated with weapons security, 
accountability, and maintenance, 
conducting rifle inventories, and 
assisting the supply sergeant with other 
duties such as equipment inventories.



Armorer

• The mission of the armorer is to, under the 
supervision of the supply sergeant, maintain 
physical accountability of the company’s 
assigned weapons and cleaning kits.
– How long should you plan on taking to conduct a 

daily rifle count?
– What is the standard for a physical rifle inventory?



Human Affairs CPL
• The mission of the Human Affairs CPL is 

to assist the HAO and NCO in 
establishing, maintaining, and 
monitoring an organizational climate 
that is based on The Citadel core value of 
respect and to execute her guidance to 
ensure each individual cadet receives 
the care and support required by 
applicable laws, regulations, and 
principled leadership in areas involving 
equal treatment and personal crisis.  

• A key task is to monitor the emotional 
state of cadets both personally and 
through the NCO support channel



Human Affairs CPL
• The mission of the Human Affairs CPL is to assist the HAO 

and NCO in establishing, maintaining, and monitoring an 
organizational climate that is based on The Citadel core 
value of respect and to execute her guidance to ensure 
each individual cadet receives the care and support 
required by applicable laws, regulations, and principled 
leadership in areas involving equal treatment and personal 
crisis.  
– Sophomores have historically committed a disproportionate 

number of fourthclass systems violations. What can you do as 
HAO CPL to influence your classmates to adopt a leadership 
style consistent with the core value of respect?  How will you 
respond when you think a classmate is not using this leadership 
style?



Squad CPL
• The mission of the squad 

corporal is to assist the squad 
sergeant in creating conditions 
that allow each cadet to be 
individually successful in her 
development in all four pillars.

• Key tasks include assisting the 
squad sergeant with 
accountability and personal 
appearance inspections at 
formations, assisting the squad 
sergeant in the conduct of 
MRIs, and assisting with SMI 
preparation.
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Squad CPL

• The mission of the squad corporal is to assist the 
squad sergeant in creating conditions that allow 
each cadet to be individually successful in her 
development in all four pillars.
– Are squad corporals allowed to have any unsupervised 

interaction with cadet recruits?
– What does “leadership by example” mean?  How is it 

different then simply doing your duty?
– What should your actions be relative to cadet 

performance in the military pillar at each formation?



Tomorrow

• Your TAC will give you a mission analysis 
worksheet for your duty position

• You will divide up into company groups
• Each CPL will fill in the worksheet for his position 

and then brief it to the group
• When you get back to the company, brief your 

direct supervisor on your worksheet and receive 
his guidance.  Then turn your worksheet in to 
your 1SG who will turn them in to your TAC.
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